UK Manufactured

Widely regarded as the best domestic reel available. Manufactured from polished stainless steel and anodised aluminium. The Slidelock will give you years of trouble-free operation.

Can be Supplied Motorised

Designed to enable you to semi-automate your Slidelock Reel. Optional Power Pack fits inside the reel. The power pack minimises the effort required to cover and uncover your pool.

Simple to Use

Supplied with high quality bearings and two steering wheels fitted with crank handles. The Slidelock has been designed to enable you to cover your pool quickly and with minimum effort.

www.plasticapools.com
SLIDELOCK REEL SYSTEM

Pool Covers are only beneficial to the pool owner when they are on the pool. Speeding up the process of covering/uncovering the pool results in a significantly warmer and cleaner pool.

- The Slidelock Telescopic Reel System is generally considered the best domestic reel on the market.
- The Slidelock is made by Plastica in anodised aluminium tube, bright polished stainless steel end stands, plastic bearings and steering wheels with stainless steel axle crank handles.
- The Slidelock reel comes complete with all the necessary straps and fittings as well as an instruction guide to ensure a quick and effortless installation.
- The Slidelock reel can be supplied with a range of different end stands to suit all types of installations at no extra cost.
- The Slidelock reel has many optional extras including a castor pack for mobile systems, DIY leading edges and storage covers.
- The Slidelock reel can be motorised using the Plastica “Power Pack”.
- The Slidelock telescopic tube is available in 2 sizes: the small tube which telescopes from 3.05m to 4.57m (10’ to 15’) pool size and the large extending from 4.88m to 6.4m (16’ to 21’) pool size.